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Please use the zoom link that was
provided for your dancers class to log on during the
last half of their class for a short demonstration of
skills learned thus far as well as the Christmas
Dance they have been working so hard on!

!"#"$%"& 20th'()*+ 3rd
All Studios Closed for Christmas Break.
Classes reconvene on Monday, January 4th

Like us on Facebook and Instagram to see
our Performance Troupe performing during
our Thankful Campaign. Even during times
of trial there is so much to be Thankful for!

DIRECTORS MESSAGE
Although Christmas isn't even here, it is time for us to start
thinking about and planning for our Spring Recital. Details
of the recital, such as date, time, place, cost, etc. are listed
in this newsletter. Our Spring Recital
is quite an event for all involved— students, parents, &
instructors. You will likely see your students getting
measured in class over the next several weeks for
costumes. Often we order costumes before recital routines
are even started because it such a lengthy and difficult
process! We will make every attempt to show the students
and the parents their costumes as soon as we possibly can.
We ask for your patience during this time.
More specific information regarding the spring show will be
sent in the new year.

Amber JWalker, Director
(970)590-9530 | www.adanceplace.com
Windsor - Greeley - Eaton
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Spring Recital Information
*Location*

All Ballet Classes Levels 2-6 and Teen will
Participate! !l"#$" $"" %&" '($%)*" +),-" %&#%
was emailed to each class! .#,/ #0- *#1")2
%)%(/,#3$ 4,33 5" #6#,3#53" as we get closer. As of
right now, we are still planning on January 16th at
the Union Colony Civic Center. We will be in
touch in the next few weeks about either
postponing this ballet until we can do a live show
or talking about doing a live stream and video.

Don't Forget our...

SHARE THE
JOY
OPEN HOUSE!
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!h" #$$%#& '"()*#& +)&& ," -').#/0 1%$" 11*2 for Windsor
and Eaton Studios #$. 3#*%'.#/0 1%$" 42*2
56' the Greeley Studio +)*2 7#$.#*6'/ 5%&& .'"88
'"2"#'8#&8 on Wednesday, June 9th and Thursday, June 10th
during daytime and evening hours. We understand that things
may change due to COVID in the coming months and that this
recital may not be possible at the Union Colony Civic Center or
if it is possible that there will still be restrictions. We promise to
keep you all updated and informed as much as possible and in
the end, I think our outdoor recital was amazing last year so
that is always an option. We will keep planning for plan B, C
and D and keep you all informed! For now, please mark these
important dates on your calendar!
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*Recital Fee*
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